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their Latin, history, mathematics, French and to their lack
of interest in (euphemistically called lack of time for)
learning. * I am no highbrow * is asserted—with pride
as likely as not.
Men even confess to having been utterly unhappy at
school and finding no intellectual compensations for their
childish misery, and yet they send their sons to the
same school and when the boys groan at the boredom of
* swotting' for Common Entrance or whatever may be
the coming test, they answer: * Good for you, my son.
I had to do it and it will make a man of you/
No people are more reactionary about any reform in
curriculum than the good parents who take an interest
in their children's education. ' I could read at five. I
could count up to one hundred before I went to school.
I had read all Caesar by the time I was John's age. I used
logarithms at twelve/ The cry is endless and seldom
varied by * Though I could do logarithms when I was twelve'
I certainly could not have written as good a play as John's,
nor made as lovely a tune as Joan's/ Most teachers
are left wondering if, at the cost of so many omissions in
self-education, the vaunted knowledge was worth while
and they turn to other standards for what should be taught.
Surely knowledge is worth while if it is of value to the
learner and even if we, with greater insight and experience,
think some of the ways he spends his time uneducational
and regret that his interests are not directed towards what
we think will later be more valuable for him, nevertheless
we do more harm than good in forcing him to learn.
Surely all this panic that is aroused if we let children,
find their own mental food is nothing but lack of faith in
the fundamental interest and value of knowledge ? Just
as mistakes are made in dealing with a growing child
because his educator ignores his personality and assumes
all boys are alike, so he makes mistakes when he assumes
all children need the same mental food or win digest it in

